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Last night Collas Crill were named ‘Offshore Law Firm of the Year’ at the WealthBriefing European Awards 2016.
The WealthBriefing European Awards are assessed on innovation and excellence achieved in 2015, as recognised by the wealth
management industry. These awards are widely respected in the global private banking, wealth management and trusted advisor
communities.
Collas Crill relationship manager, Andrea Goodman collected the award at the London ceremony:
“We’re delighted to receive this award. In recent years, Collas Crill has built an international private client team from almost scratch into
a thriving and increasingly renowned business. We have supported WealthBriefing since its inception so recognition of our success
from their esteemed judges is fantastic, also being recognised for innovation and excellence is parallel to our strong brand values.”
ClearView Financial Media’s CEO, and Publisher of WealthBriefing, Stephen Harris, was first to extend his congratulations to all the
winners. He said:
“The firms who triumphed in these awards are all worthy winners, and I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations. These awards
were judged solely on the basis of entrants’ submissions and their response to a number of specific questions, which had to be
answered focusing on the client experience, not quantitative performance metrics. That is a unique, and I believe, compelling feature.
These awards recognise the very best operators in the private client industry, with ‘independence’, ‘integrity’ and ‘genuine insight’ the
watchwords of the judging process - such that the awards truly reflect excellence in wealth management. I am optimistic that these
annual awards will become one of the brightest highlights in the wealth management calendar.”
Collas Crill has also been shortlisted for the Lawyer Awards for ‘Offshore Firm of the Year’ which take place on 29 June 2016 and won
'Legal Team of the Year (midsize)" at the STEP Private Client Awards 2015/16.
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